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GREEN STALL EASY 
A WIN WIN SOLUTION

For patent numbers, warranty and additional informations, please refer to our website, www.cow-welfare.com

COW-WELFARE

The average of our Green Stall Easy customers are experiences:

- 2,2 liters more milk per cow daily

- The cull rate has been decreased by 8%

- The resting time has been increased by 1½ hours daily

- The cleaning time of cubicles has been decreased dramatically

- Cost for bedding has been reduced intense

- Better oestrus, as the cows are in better health

FACT: HEALTHY COWS 
IS A PROFITABLE BUSINESS

When should your animals become better conditions 
that improve your bottom line?

In recent years, there have been made many studies in 

order to defi ne the optimum rest position of the cows 

in the stable. In these reports, researchers have been 

looking at the form and dimensions of the cubicles,  

which all have been conceived in the traditional boxes.

Cow-Welfare has opposed this idea. We went out into 

the fi eld and has taken basis on the animal’s normal 

lying position. Therefore the idea of fl exible cubicles 

came up for some years ago.

Since the introduction of the fi rst Green Stall at the 

end of 2007, it has gone very fast. From the fi rst shows 

around the world in 2008, where Cow-Welfare has won 

several prizes for best new product, until today where 

patents have been published in more or less all coun-

tries where cows are milked.

GREEN STALL EASY

Green Stall Easy is known for its green colour and for 

the animals always lying correct in the boxes, without 

getting any marks or damages. Green Stall Easy is today 

known to increase farmer’s income, for the cows living 

longer and never get marks or damages. Frequently the 

farmers are telling that if the animal gets marks or in-

juries in a traditional barn, and then getting into a barn 

with Green Stall Easy, the animal normally recovers 

again, something that rarely happens in a normal barn. 

UNIQUE PRODUCT WITH LONG TERM WARRANTY

Cow-Welfare is the only company offering Green Stall 

Easy to a farmer who builds a new barn. It is a proven 

product with a long-term guarantee which the animal 

never will get hurt in. The animal lives longer and the 

lying comfort enhances drastically compared to con-

ventional cubicles. Any intention to build a new barn 

without using Green Stall Easy should be past, once 

you’ve seen what Green Stall Easy does for the farmer 

and the animal. 

For patent numbers and additional information about 

Green Stall Easy, please visit our website at:

www.cow-welfare.com

Green Stall Easy is designed to promote both animal welfare 
and the farmers’ earnings.
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HOW GREEN STALL EASY WORKS

The lower fl exible plastic tube is guiding the cow when 

its lying down. At the same time the inclined angle of 

the plastic tube is giving the cow plenty of space for the 

head, and is helping the cow in the back to get down in 

the right position , so the lying position will not be askew 

as in traditional cubicles.

The upper right plastic tube is helping to guide the cow 

when it goes up and down from the cubicle, and it also 

prevents the cow from turning in the cubicle.

The neck rail is - just like all other parts from Green Stall 

Easy - made of a soft plastic material, which is a pleas-

ant fl exible solution for the cow. Cows which are new in 

the herd, or cows which are otherwise trying to escape 

through the cubicle, will not break their back or suffer 

other serious injuries which you may see in the tradition-

al cubicles, owing to the soft and fl exible plastic.

FLEXIBILITY AND SIMPLE  INSTALLATION 

Green Stall Easy is simple to install and the settings for 

the fl exible system is easy to change. The unique design 

of the system makes it equally suitable for both calves 

and cows as for small and large breeds. If you eg. after 

a few months wishes to change the position of the cow, 

both the vertical plastic pipe and the neck rail can be 

adjusted to the requirements of the cow. This means 

that the farmers always are able to adjust Green Stall 

Easy, so the cow will get optimal conditions - for the 

benefi t of both the farmer 

and cow.

 INNOVATIVE COW SOLUTION

THEREFORE...
GREEN STALL EASY
The road to better animal welfare in the barn is both simple and fl exible.
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COW-WELFARE

The unique Green Stall Easy system is distinguishing itself by the 

following advantages which will be in both the herd and the farmers favour.

 

P Flexible cubicles - no pressure marks

P Healthier animals

P The lying time will be improved

P The animal is lying more correctly

P Flexibility minimizes damages to the animal

P The lifetime and the yield will improve dramatically

P Better oestrus conditions (healthy cows = better oestrus)

P Less consumption of bedding

P The cleaning time of the cubicles will be minimized

P The health of the udder will be improved (cleaner udder = better udder health)

P Adjustable for all breeds and sizes

P Easy and cheap installation

PLower cost per animal per year

GREEN STALL EASY 
ADVANTAGES

Lot of freedom around the cow,

but still correct lying position.

A cow must lie down to produce properly. How many of your cows 

are lying down? Healthy and rested cows produces better.
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 INNOVATIVE COW SOLUTIONS

Flexible Green Feeding is a revolutionary way to feed animals indoors. 
The patented fl exibility is following the cow out to the feeding table, there it 
does not feel any pressure from the equipment, and at the same time, 
the tube over the head is kept away.

FLEXIBLE GREEN FEEDING
FLEXIBLE INDOOR FEEDING

The future feeding place - without any risk of marks and damages.

The head locks are following the cow, and gives complete freedom and the opportunity to eat further out on the feeding table.
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The system can also be installed
with fl exible front pipes.

UNIQUE ADVANTAGES
FLEXIBLE GREEN FEEDING

FACTS ABOUT FLEXIBLE GREEN FEEDING

The system gives freedom back to the cow, as if it were out 

on the fi eld. The cow consumes more food at the feeding 

table, when it is feeling the same freedom as in the fi eld. 

Note how high the cow lifts its head to let the feed glide 

down the throat and further down into the stomach. The 

cow is able to reach further out on the feeding table for 

consuming the food, because the head locks are following. 

The cow stays longer at the feeding table and there would 

be no pressure from other animals in the herd.

The fl exibility minimizes injuries, wounds and abscesses.

P Promotes appetite

P The animal consumes more feed

P The animal is able to consume more feed further out 

 on the feeding table

P Calmer animals during food consuming

P Differentiated feeding places

P Adjustable width

P Animal welfare, healthier animals

P No marks and damages from the equipment

P Higher earnings

Flexible Green Feeding for you, your animals and the future. Read more about the 

system and patent numbers on our website at www.cow-welfare.com
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 INNOVATIVE COW SOLUTIONS

Special designed mattresses provides optimal welfare for your animals.

LATEX SOFT 
MATTRESSES

The development of our mattress solution took place 

with a company which is manufacturing mattresses for 

hospitals. We have measured the size and weight of 

the animal’s hoof, and size and weight of the animal’s 

stomach, and developed and customized the mattress 

to the animal, with a view to make it as optimally as 

possible for the animal and the farmer.

Cow-Welfare is offering mattresses which keeps the 

height and is suitable for the animal, also if the animal 

always goes down on its knees fi rst or is standing at 

the same place for many years.

AN UNCOMPROMISING PRODUCT

Latex Soft is available with 2 different topcovers, and 

standard is a round off, incline rear end, which ensures 

an ergonomic cleaning and is easier to clean if the 

animal is manuring in the rear end of the mattress.

POLY BRISKET PILLOW

As an option we offer the ergonomic Poly Brisket pillow. 

The Poly Brisket pillow improves the animal’s position 

in the cubicle, and is also used as bedding reduction.



WE CARE...

We are concerned about the farmer’s economy and 

earnings in the future, we are concerned about ani-

mal welfare, which provides healthier animals, longer 

lifetime and a higher turnout, and we are eager to do 

the work and life easier for the people who is working 

in the stables.

SHORT ABOUT COW-WELFARE

Cow-Welfare is a company which is developing and 

manufacturing animal welfare products. Our products 

are sold worldwide through an extensive dealer net-

work and by direct sales and consultancy services to 

large-scale solutions. Cow-Welfare has, in the recent 

years gained considerable recognition and market 

shares in most parts of the world, because welfare 

pays off.

Innovative welfare solutions for cows
- designed and developed in Denmark

Your future is our business

International sales network

WORLD WIDE
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Cow-Welfare

Langkaer 15 . DK-6100 Haderslev

Phone: +45 73 69 32 06 . Fax: +45 73 69 32 07

E-mail: info@cow-welfare.com

Cow-Welfare is selling animal welfare products through 

an extensive distributor network which is well educated 

and trained to provide you and your herd the best ad-

vice for the future.

You can fi nd a dealer in your area on our website 

www.cow-welfare.com.


